Architecture and assembly of the Gram-positive cell wall
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Abstract

The bacterial cell wall is a mesh polymer of peptidoglycan – linear glycan strands crosslinked by flexible peptides – that determines cell shape and provides physical protection. While the glycan strands in thin “Gram-negative” peptidoglycan are known to run circumferentially around the cell, the architecture of the thicker “Gram-positive” form remains unclear. Using electron cryotomography, here we show that Bacillus subtilis peptidoglycan is a uniformly dense layer with a textured surface. We further show it rips circumferentially, curls and thickens at free edges, and extends longitudinally when denatured. Molecular dynamics simulations show that only atomic models based on the circumferential topology recapitulate the observed curling and thickening, in support of an “inside-to-outside” assembly process. We conclude that instead of being perpendicular to the cell surface or wrapped in coiled cables (two alternative models), the glycan strands in Gram-positive cell walls run circumferentially around the cell just as they do in Gram-negative cells. Together with providing insights into the architecture of the ultimate determinant of cell shape, this study is important because Gram-positive peptidoglycan is an important antibiotic target crucial to the viability of several important rod-shaped pathogens including Bacillus anthracis, Listeria monocytogenes, and Clostridium difficile.
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Introduction

A key conceptual hurdle in contemporary biology is understanding how the interactions between nano-scale proteins produce micro-scale order. Bacterial proteins, for instance, endow cells with a consistent cell shape by assembling a multi-gigadalton sacculus of peptidoglycan just outside the cytoplasmic membrane. Inflation of this saccus with its other embedded macromolecules (the “cell wall”) by cellular turgor pressure produces the
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Concise description: The architecture of Gram-positive peptidoglycan is still not established, despite decades of research, partially due to a lack of methods to directly visualize it because of it’s intermediate size. Here we use electron cryo-tomography to image Gram-positive peptidoglycan in 3-D, and combine this with molecular dynamics simulations to bridge scales. Multiple lines of evidence from our work, together with multiple lines of evidence by previous researchers, strongly support the model in which glycan strands run circumferentially around the long-axis of the cell.
characteristic spherical, rod, helical, flat wave, or star shapes seen in different species (Young 2006). While two different classes of cell wall are clearly distinguished (thin “Gram-negative” and thick “Gram-positive”), the chemical structure of peptidoglycan (W Vollmer, Blanot, and De Pedro 2008) is conserved: relatively rigid linear polymers of the di-saccharide N-acetylglucosamine – N-acetylmuramic acid are crosslinked by non-ribosomally synthesized peptides attached to the lactate residue of N-acetylmuramic acid. The families of proteins responsible for peptidoglycan assembly are also conserved, including the periplasmic penicillin-binding proteins (PBPs) that both polymerize and crosslink the linear glycan strands (Lovering, Safadi, and Strynadka 2012). In almost all rod-shaped bacteria, the bacterial actin homolog MreB is also conserved and essential for normal cell morphology. Depletion of MreB leads to cell swelling and eventual lysis (Wachi and Matsuhashi 1989), but the nature of its crucial function in maintaining wild-type rod shape remains enigmatic.

While the chemical nature of peptidoglycan is understood, the non-crystalline arrangement of components (Burge, Fowler, and Reaveley 1977) has made visualizing its architecture difficult. Electron cryo-tomography (ECT) of rod-shaped Gram-negative sacculi, however, revealed long skinny densities running mostly circumferentially around the long-axis of the cell (Gan, Chen, and Jensen 2008). These densities were likely individual glycan strands, strongly supporting the model that glycan strands run around the long axis of the cell (Verwer et al. 1978). The arrangement of peptidoglycan in the considerably thicker cell wall of Gram-positive rod-shaped bacteria is still controversial (Waldemar Vollmer and Seligman 2010), however, with three mutually exclusive models described in the literature. In the circumferential (or “layered”, although the presence of discrete layers is unlikely) model (Ghuysen 1968), glycan strands are also proposed to run circumferentially around the long axis of the cell. In the perpendicular (or “scaffold”) model, glycan strands are oriented perpendicular to the cell in a hexagonal lattice (Dmitriev, Toukach, and Ehlers 2005; Meroueh et al. 2006). Finally, AFM studies of fragmented Bacillus subtilis peptidoglycan gave rise to a “coiled cable” model in which bundles of glycan strands coil tightly to form 50-nm-diameter cables which in turn wrap around the cell (Hayhurst et al. 2008). Models that feature glycan strands running parallel to the long-axis of the cell have not been seriously considered because it is unclear how such sacculi could elongate to allow cell growth. Previous 2-D electron cryo-microscopy projection images of cryo-sectioned whole B. subtilis cells showing a homogenous density throughout the cell wall were inconsistent with the coiled cable model, but could not distinguish between the circumferential and perpendicular models (Matias and Beveridge 2005).

Encouraged by our earlier success imaging Gram-negative sacculi (Gan, Chen, and Jensen 2008), here we used ECT to investigate the architecture of the Gram-positive peptidoglycan sacculus of the model organism B. subtilis. In ECT, plunge-frozen biological samples are imaged in their native growth media or storage buffer. A series of 2-D projection images of the still-vitrified sample are acquired in an electron microscope while the sample is incrementally rotated about an axis. The 2-D images are then used to calculate a 3-D reconstruction of the sample with a resolution typically sufficient to discern individual macromolecular complexes (Chen et al. 2010). Because ECT produces 3-D reconstructions, we were able to make a number of key observations not accessible in 2-D projection images, which, with the aid of computational modeling and molecular dynamics simulations, can only be explained by the circumferential model. We conclude that the basic architecture of peptidoglycan (circumferential glycans) is universally conserved across Gram-negative and Gram-positive rod-shaped bacteria.
Results

To visualize the architecture of Gram-positive peptidoglycan, we initially imaged whole cells. Because wildtype B. subtilis cells are too thick for ECT (Gan and Jensen 2012), to avoid the need for cryosectioning we imaged a \(\Delta ponA\) mutant as described in more detail in the accompanying paper (Tocheva and Jensen et al., “Peptidoglycan transformations during Bacillus subtilis sporulation”, co-submitted). Tomographic slices showed a thick (~30nm) layer of peptidoglycan encapsulating the cell (Figure 1A). The peptidoglycan was uniformly dense throughout with no internal structure. While the inner surface was smooth and flush with the membrane, the outer surface was rougher.

Next, purified we purified and imaged both intact and fragmented sacculi. Purified sacculi flattened in the plane of vitreous ice (Figure 1B) and did not display structures resembling coiled cables on their inner surface, although circumferentially-oriented textures remained visible (Figure 1C,D). Mechanically sheared sacculi further confirmed this (Figure 2A), and tears were observed to be almost exclusively circumferential. Strikingly, free sheets of peptidoglycan curled tightly, wrapping into concentric curls. Patches that were still connected to the original sacculus (Figure 2A,B) revealed that the outer surface of the original sacculus always faced inwards (towards the axis) in the curls.

In order to compare this observed curling with the predictions of the models, we simulated the assembly of Gram-positive sacculi following different assembly schemes and then allowed the structures to relax as if freed from the sacculus by shearing. Following the proposed inside-to-outside assembly pathway in which new glycan chains are deposited on the inner face and broken down by secreted autolysins on the outer face (Koch and Doyle 1985), a circumferential model was initiated with a row of glycan strands spaced ~2 nm apart (Figure 3A), crosslinked by peptides. These strands were then migrated outward and further apart laterally (within the plane of the sacculus) as new glycan strands were added below. New glycan strands were added in random positions, but always in the same orientation as the original row (see Methods). As new glycan strands were added, additional crosslinks were formed between adjacent strands both laterally and to the next higher layer. As older glycan strands were pushed outwards and further apart laterally, peptide crosslinks stretched, creating lateral and vertical tension that pulled the outer, top glycans toward the inner face, packing them more tightly in the vertical direction. As a result the density of the sacculus remained roughly constant throughout, even though the glycans at the top were widely separated laterally. This process was continued until the patch of peptidoglycan was ~5 glycan strands deep and twice as wide along the cell long axis, akin to a single growth cycle of the bacterium (Koch and Doyle 1985).

Two different assembly schemes - “all-at-once” and “incremental” - were then used to produce perpendicular models. To produce the all-at-once model (as originally proposed (Dmitriev, Toukach, and Ehlers 2005)), a set of equally long glycan strands were placed perpendicular to the cell surface, spaced 2 nm apart (see Figure 3B). These were then crosslinked by peptides and slowly pulled apart laterally. This stretching continued until the patch doubled in length.

Next, the considerable evidence for progressive inside-to-outside migration of peptidoglycan (Koch and Doyle 1985) lead us to assemble an alternative, “incremental” perpendicular model. Again glycan strands were placed perpendicular to the cell surface spaced 2 nm apart and crosslinked by peptides, but this time as the existing glycans were stretched apart laterally, new dissacharides were added from the inside surface both to the ends of existing perpendicular strands and as the beginnings of new perpendicular strands. As a result, glycan density decreased towards the exterior of the sacculus, and peptide...
crosslinks were under higher tension the further they migrated from the cell surface (Figure 3C). Three cycles of stretching and addition were applied to the lattice until it elongated to twice its original length. In all cases the inner surface was held in place to reflect its interaction with enzymes on the surface of the inner membrane and the maximum extension of peripheral peptides. No coiled cable models were simulated, since the aforementioned experiments and molecular biological considerations had already refuted this model.

After the three different models were constructed and their growth simulated, the relaxation of each was simulated simply by removing all external constraints. By decoupling the cell-wall fragment from its assumed neighbors (the “periodic box”), it became finite and, thus, free to deform in any dimension (see Figure 3, Supplemental Figures S1–S3). We allowed the fragments to relax for 10–15 ns. The circumferential model curled immediately (Figure 3A); the final radius of curvature was estimated to be 20–35 nm, roughly agreeing with that observed in sacculus fragments in the tomograms as shown in Figure 2, although direct comparisons are not possible as for the sake of reducing computational time our simulated fragments are considerably thinner (~10 nm, Figure 3) than real peptidoglycan sheets (~30 nm, Figure 4). In addition to curling, the peptidoglycan patch with circumferential architecture also thickened. To quantitate this, we imposed a grid of 40 x 40 Å cells in the plane of the peptidoglycan sheet, and for each cell chose the most distal pair of dissacharides (i.e, choosing one on each “face” of the peptidoglycan layer). Using this approach, we measured 45 glycan pairs for the circumferential model, observing thickening of up to ~25% (an average increase in thickness of 13% +/- 8% after discarding the peripheral two strips of glycan pairs due to edge effects) in a single molecular dynamics simulation (Figure 3A, 4A). The all-at-once perpendicular model, in which glycan strand density was constant across the height of the peptidoglycan, did not curl (Figure 3B) or thicken (slightly compacting by -3% +/- 2% thickness change) as assessed by 38 glycan pairs. The incremental perpendicular model (with decreasing glycan density towards the top), exhibited slight curling with a radius of curvature between 50 and 60 nm (Figure 3C), but did not thicken (slightly compacting by -2% +/- 1%) as measured using 45 glycan pairs.

Intrigued by this difference in thickening, we re-examined the experimental data on real sacculi to see if the same behavior was present. We inspected strained peptidoglycan (i.e., imaged in the sidewall of intact sacculi) and relaxed peptidoglycan (i.e., imaged in the curls observed in fragmented peptidoglycan) in cryotomograms. Thicknesses were measured and compared from the strained and relaxed peptidoglycan (Figure 4B). Average shortest distances between the inner to outer faces were measured for multiple lengths of peptidoglycan, and plotted (Figure 4C). In agreement with the simulations of the circumferential model, relaxed peptidoglycan was seen to be ~20% thicker (35.4 nm +/- 8.2 nm) than peptidoglycan under tension (29.8 nm +/- 7.0 nm), providing constraints regarding the possible underlying molecular arrangement of glycans and peptides.

Finally, previous studies demonstrating that sacculi expand under denaturing conditions(Koch and Woeste 1992) and our observation of intra-peptide interactions (peptide condensation) in the molecular dynamics simulations led us to image sacculi in different denaturing conditions. Because denaturing conditions will affect any peptide secondary structure present, but will not affect the relatively rigid conformation of the linear glycan polymers, we reasoned that denaturation of sacculi would provide further constraints on possible underlying molecular architectures. To examine the effects of denaturation upon intact sacculi, a total of 287 sacculi were imaged at pH 7.0 and 109 sacculi were imaged at pH 10.5 in 6M urea to disrupt noncovalent interactions. As expected, sacculi dilated upon denaturation. Denatured sacculi were significantly longer than those at pH 7.0 (with an increase in average length of 20%, or 1.0 μm: 5.9 μm +/- 1.1 μm for denatured sacculi versus 4.9 μm +/- 1.1 μm for undenatured), significant by a two-tailed T-test. No increase
in width, however, was observed (1.31 μm +/− 0.1 μm versus 1.33 μm +/− 0.1 μm for denatured and undenatured, respectively) (Figure 5), suggesting that the peptide crosslinks, which elongate under denaturing conditions, are oriented parallel to the long cell axis. It is not possible to directly compare this elongation to the individual elongation of an isolated peptide bond (which is 4 nm) because the connectivity of the peptidoglycan meshwork is unknown and may play a major role in restricting elongation (for example, peptide crosslinks perpendicular to the plane of the peptidoglycan sheet will limit lateral elongation more than peptide crosslinks in the plane of the sheet).

Discussion

Three models for the basic architecture of the cell wall of Gram-positive rod-shaped cells have been proposed. The most recent is the “coiled cable” model, which posits that bundles of glycan strands coil tightly into 50 nm “cables” that then wrap around cells circumferentially. The main evidence for this model was AFM images of fragmented sacculi, which suggested the outer surface of the cell wall was smooth, but the inner surface was corrugated by ~50 nm circumferential ridges(Hayhurst et al. 2008). Whereas AFM reveals only surfaces, ECT enables full 3-D visualization, including interiors. Using ECT, we saw that the cell wall is a uniformly dense fabric (not a row of hollow coiled cables) with surfaces roughened by circumferential furrows (on the same scale of ~50 nm). Both intact cell walls and purified sacculi were also too thin (30 nm in both cases) to harbor round 50 nm cables. Fragmenting sacculi resulted in circumferential tears and patches, but not 50 nm cables. It is also known that Gram-positive peptidoglycan thickness can be modulated, becoming both thicker(Hanaki et al. 1998), and thinner(Cheng and Costerton 1977), at odds with discrete coiled cables that would always have substantial diameters due to the stiffness of glycan strands. It is further unclear how peptidoglycan cables could be assembled prior to incorporation into the sacculus in the absence of a consistent and large periplasmic space, and no 50 nm gaps were seen in cell walls or sacculi corresponding to the insertion points of new cables. Finally, large and new complex protein machinery would be required in Gram-positive species but not Gram-negative species to bundle and coil glycan strands into cables, and then wrap those coiled cables around the cell; however, no such special machinery has been identified. We therefore reject the coiled cable model, and suggest instead that the corrugations that were previously interpreted as cables are the circumferential furrows seen here. These furrows may reflect splitting of external peptidoglycan as the outer glycan strands are pulled apart along the axis of the cylindrical cell (see below) or uneven peptidoglycan deposition on the inner face.

Concerning periplasmic spaces, the lack of any gap between the inner membrane and cell wall in our cryotomograms contradict the results of previous studies using high-pressure freezing electron cryo-microscopy(Matias and Beveridge 2005), possibly because here we did not pressurize cells or expose them to the osmotic upshock of cryoprotectants. We have, however, observed periplasmic spaces previously in a different (also plunge-frozen) Gram-positive bacterium(Osman et al. 2007). The Gram-positive periplasm may therefore be dynamic: the cell wall appears to be fairly rigid, but the volume of the cell inside may vary in response to buffer conditions and/or pressure, at times opening up a periplasmic space.

Additional imaging, biochemical, and modeling experiments were needed to distinguish between the “circumferential” and “perpendicular” models. One important observation was that ripped sacculi were seen to curl tightly around their outer surfaces. Such curling was to be expected based on previous work which has strongly suggested that new peptidoglycan is incorporated into the inner face of the sacculus while the outer face of the sacculus is broken down by autolysins(Koch and Doyle 1985). New peptidoglycan is created in a presumably relaxed conformation, but as it matures and moves outwards, it takes on the stress of cell...
turgor pressure when the layers above it are degraded. Curling can then be explained as tension relief through contraction of the stressed outer layers, resulting in curls around the outer surface as seen in the tomograms (Figure 2C). Incidentally, another reason to disfavor the perpendicular model as originally proposed (long glycan strands being inserted into vertical gaps within the sacculus all at once) is that it does not explain the need for autolysins (Lovering, Safadi, and Strynadka 2012).

Demonstrating these ideas, the two computational models assembled in an “inside-to-outside” fashion (the circumferential model and the incremental perpendicular model) both exhibited curling when allowed to relax (Figure 3A,C). The all-at-once perpendicular assembly model, however, did not exhibit curling (Figure 3B), and so can be ruled out. Inside-to-outside growth also explains the circumferential ridges that were previously interpreted as coiled cables: as mentioned above, these circumferential textures may be fissures in the exterior of the sacculus caused by degradation of peptidoglycan by autolysins and subsequent tension release. Alternatively, they may be a result of uneven deposition of peptidoglycan upon the inner face.

To differentiate between the remaining circumferential and incremental perpendicular models, we noted that only simulation of the circumferential model predicted a thickening of the sacculus during curling. In contrast, the incremental perpendicular model is braced vertically by inelastic glycan strands, and therefore cannot thicken. Inspection of both strained and relaxed peptidoglycan using ECT revealed that relaxed peptidoglycan does indeed tend to be thicker than strained peptidoglycan, uniquely consistent with the circumferential model. Furthermore, the incremental perpendicular glycan model predicts that the density of peptidoglycan decreases towards the exterior, but real sacculi appeared uniformly dense in the tomograms (Figure 1), again consistent with the circumferential model. Simulations revealed that his uniformity arises because outer glycan strands are pulled back against interior glycan strands by stretched elastic peptide linkages. No such compression is observed in perpendicular models because all peptide bonds are in the plane of the sacculus sheet.

Additional confirmation of the circumferential model came from our observations of the tearing and denaturation of sacculi. In the circumferential model, the peptide crosslinks run parallel to the long-axis of the cell, but in perpendicular models, the peptides appear in essentially all directions within the plane of the sacculus. The direction of tears was highly anisotropic, however, almost always oriented circumferentially around the long axis of the sacculus (see Figure 2). This is only to be expected in the circumferential model, since there would be no preferred direction in the perpendicular models. To further test the hypothesis that peptides are preferentially oriented parallel to the long axis (as they are in the circumferential model but none of the others), we examined denatured sacculi. We suspected that these sacculi would dilate exclusively along their long axis due to disruption of peptide crosslink secondary structure. In contrast, perpendicular and coiled cable models, which have peptides oriented in all directions, predict isotropic dilation. As expected, electron cryo-microscopy showed that sacculi elongate but do not widen when denatured, a result consistent only with the circumferential model (Figure 5).

In sum, these results lead us to conclude that the basic architecture of Gram-positive sacculi is the same as that of Gram-negative sacculi, i.e. the glycan strands are circumferential, crosslinked by peptides running approximately parallel to the long axis of the cell. We further conclude that this architecture is assembled inside-to-outside (i.e. through deposition of glycan strands on the inner face of the sacculus and degradation of the outer surface).
That sacculus architecture is conserved across bacteria is not surprising: Gram-negative and Gram-positive species use the same chemical building blocks, anabolic synthesis pathways, and assembling penicillin binding proteins. Furthermore the guiding Mre proteins behave in a similar manner, with recent studies showing that MreB, an actin homolog implicated as a determinant of rod shape in Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, circles the cell circumferentially around the long axis in both (Garner et al. 2011; Domínguez-Escobar et al. 2011; van Teeffelen et al. 2011). Finally, we have observed remodelling of a thin Gram-negative sacculus into a thick form and back during sporulation and germination of the firmicute Acetomema longum (Tocheva et al. 2011) and remodelling of a thick Gram-positive sacculus into a thin form and back during formation of the B. subtilis sporulation septum (Tocheva and Jensen et al., “Peptidoglycan transformations during Bacillus subtilis sporulation,” co-submitted). This further strongly suggests that the two layers must have the same basic architecture, since they can be gradually interconverted.

**Experimental procedures**

**Sample preparation**

*Bacillus subtilis* strains 168 or Py79 cells were grown in LB to OD₆₀₀ ~ 0.6. Next, 50 ml cultures were cooled to 4°C and pelleted by centrifuging at 5000g for 15 minutes at 4°C. Pellets were resuspended in 12ml 100mM NaCl at 4°C and added dropwise to 10ml 4% SDS pre-heated to 80°C in a water bath with constant stirring. Upon completion, an additional 10ml 8% SDS pre-heated to 80°C was added and the suspension was heated to 80°C for one hour. Crude sacculus preparations were washed by five alternate centrifugation (43000g, 30 minutes; room temperature) and resuspension (in 300ml H₂O). The final pellet was resuspended in 9ml 10mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.8. Sacculi were enzymatically treated by incubation for 30 minutes at 30°C with 10mM MgSO₄ and 10μg/ml DNase I. Sacculi were then moved to a shaker at 30°C followed by Rnase A (20 μg/ml for 30 minutes) and trypsin (1mg/ml overnight) treatments. Sacculi were subsequently centrifuged at 43000g for 30 minutes and the pellet was resuspended in 2ml 4% SDS at 95°C and added to 8ml 4% SDS at 95°C for 30 minutes with stirring. 20ml H₂O was added to the suspension and centrifuged at 43000g for 30 minutes at room temperature. The pellet was resuspended in 30ml H₂O with 10mM EDTA and pelleted at 43000g for 30 minutes. The pellet was subsequently resuspended in 30ml H₂O and centrifuged four additional times. Teichoic acids were removed from purified sacculi by incubation in 5% trichloroacetic acid at 4°C for 45 hours followed by incubation in 10% trichloroacetic acid for 10 minutes at 90°C. Sacculi were washed and resuspended five times and resulting pellets of purified sacculi were resuspended and stored at −80°C. Sacculi were fragmented by 3 passages (10s, 6.5m/s) in an MPBio FastPrep-24 homogenizer (MP Biomedicals, LLC, Santa Ana, California) Denatured was conducted by addition of sacculi resuspended in H₂O to a final composition of 7.2M urea, 3.6% trehalose, and 90mM CAPS, pH 10.5.

**Electron cryo-tomography and analysis**

Sacculi suspensions were mixed with 5x BSA/colloidal gold solution (Ted Pella, Redlands, CA). 4 μl cell suspension was deposited on C-flat 2/2 grids (Protochips, Raleigh, NC) that had been glow-discharged for four minutes, blotted, and plunge-frozen into a liquid ethane/propane mixture using a Vitrobot (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR) and stored in liquid nitrogen until imaging. Tilt series of whole cells were collected using Leginon(Suloway et al. 2009) or UCSF Tomo(Zheng, Sedat, and Agard 2010) on a 300 kV FEI Polara G2 electron cryo-TEM (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR) using total dose of approximately 200 e⁻/Å², −6 μm defocus, and a tilt range of −64° to +64° with 1° tilt increments at nominal magnification of 27500x and binned 4x using a 4K x 4K Gatan UltraCam to generate final 1Kx1K images with 1.56 nm x 1.56 nm pixels. Tilt series were aligned using either
RAPTOR (Amat et al. 2008) or IMOD (Kremer, Mastronarde, and McIntosh 1996), low-pass filtered to ~10 nm resolution and reconstructing using the tomo3d implementation of the SIRT algorithm (Agulleiro and Fernandez 2011). The sacculus segmentation in Figure 2 was a dual-tilt dataset segmented using Amira (VSG, Burlington, MA). Sacculus thickness was obtained by identifying strained and relaxed peptidoglycan and tracing their interior and exterior surfaces. Subsequent closest distances were calculated between the two sides of the sacculus. Results across 19 sacculi were merged and plotted. Lengths and widths of sacculi and denatured sacculi were obtained from 2-D projection images; lengths and widths were manually identified in all complete sacculi in the field of view of the image and plotted as a scatterplot.

Model building and molecular dynamics

For all models, peptidoglycan strands were first constructed individually from their constituent glycan and peptide residues. For those residues not already present in the CHARMM force field (MacKerell et al. 1998), parameters were derived by analogy to existing ones or through quantum chemical calculations. Individual strands were then placed in a parallel sheet or perpendicular lattice, depending on the model under construction, with initial spacing random, but on average 2 nm apart. For the circumferential model, the peptidoglycan fragment was grown from inside to outside over six cycles. Beginning with a sheet containing 12 strands, 5–8 strands were deposited below the innermost layer at a constant density in each cycle and at varying heights. During an initial 1-ns simulation, peptides were crosslinked with a non-zero probability when they first approached one another such that a crosslinking rate of 50% was maintained (Roten et al. 1994). These links occurred with both new and old peptidoglycan, ensuring that the fragment was continuous throughout its thickness. After equilibration of the newly crosslinked strands, the fragment was stretched by 20% of its original length, such that by the end of the last cycle the peptidoglycan fragment was twice as long as initially, i.e., the oldest strands at the outermost surface were 4 nm apart. Each stretching simulation was divided into 20 discrete steps, each step expanding the unit cell length by only a small fraction and then equilibrating it for 0.1 ns. In all simulations during construction, the fragment was periodic along the cell’s long axis, including peptide crosslinks, mimicking an effectively infinite peptidoglycan sheet under tension. Perpendicular models were constructed using a similar algorithm, except that three cycles of new strand deposition, crosslinking, and stretching were used for the inside-to-outside growth model, while only one cycle was required for the model possessing a constant strand density throughout. In total, between 10 and 22 ns of simulation were needed for all stages of each model’s construction.

All simulations were carried out with the molecular dynamics software NAMD 2.9 (Phillips et al. 2005) at a temperature of 310 K. To reduce the computational cost of simulating the largely porous peptidoglycan fragments, a generalized-Born implicit solvent was utilized (Tanner et al. 2011); system sizes ranged from 75,000 to 113,000 atoms at the end of construction. For relaxation of the sheared fragments, bonds crossing the periodic boundary along the cell long axis were severed and the resulting isolated system simulated for 10–15 ns (see Figure 3). All subsequent visualization and analysis was carried out using VMD (Humphrey, Dalke, and Schulten 1996).

Changes in thickness were calculated based on the change in distance between pairs of NAM glycan residues on the top and bottom surfaces before and after relaxation. A grid of 40Å x 40Å boxes was superimposed upon strained peptidoglycan in the plane of the sheet. For each box, the pairwise distances for all NAM residues were calculated, and the maximally separated pair was chosen to judge change in thickness of the peptidoglycan in that box. Fractional change in thickness was calculated for each pair, and subsequently every
column of boxes in the Y-axis was averaged and plotted (each column therefore representing a different position along the long axis of the cell).

**Supplementary Material**

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Summary

How organisms give themselves shape is a fundamental question in biology. Many bacteria grow as hemisphere-capped cylinders of similar size and shape over hundreds of generations. The “Gram-positive” bacteria (which cause major diseases) give themselves shape by coating themselves in a thick layer of peptidoglycan: relatively stiff strands of sugars which are crosslinked into a network by relatively flexible peptides. Yet to understand how this gives them shape we need to know the architecture of the sugars and peptides, which is as-yet unanswered because the structure is too disordered and big for conventional structural biology techniques, yet too small for light microscopy and other methods. Here we use the recent development of electron cryo-tomography to image purified peptidoglycan in 3-D. Although we could not visualize the architecture of this sugar and peptide network, our images were of high-enough detail to see some distinctive behavior by the peptidoglycan. By computationally simulating a variety of possible underlying architectures, we realized that only one of those architectures could explain these distinctive behaviors. Together with results from previous work, this rules out other models, and strongly supports a model in which the sugar strands run around the long-axis of the cell.
Figure 1. Peptidoglycan texture and density is homogenous in cross-sections in cryo-tomograms of both intact cells and purified sacculi
(A) Tomographic slice through a live B. subtilis ΔponA mutant (a mutant that is thinner than wild-type B. subtilis and thus ammenable to ECT). Scalebar, 200 nm (B) Tomographic slice through an isolated wild-type B. subtilis sacculus. Scalebar, 250 nm (C) Two representative tomographic cross-sections across the wall of isolated B. subtilis sacculi perpendicular to the viewing plane reveal a globally straight sacculus side-wall with local variations in thickness. In both tomographic slices the sacculus interior is to the left. (D) Two representative top-down slices through tomograms parallel to the plane of the sacculus illustrating surface textures (red arrows) previously interpreted to be the surfaces of coiled cables composed of helical coils of peptidoglycan. In both tomography slices the long axis of the cell runs vertically. Scale bars 50nm.
Figure 2. Fragmented sacculi consistently curl up around their outer surface and exhibit a preferential tearing direction

(A) 20 nm-thick slice through the X-Y plane of a fragmented sacculus reconstructed from dual-axis tilt series data. Bar, 200 nm. Red arrow highlights the curling seen in relaxed fragmented peptidoglycan. (B) Isosurface rendering of sacculus fragment to illustrate curling of peptidoglycan around its outer face. Red arrow highlights corresponding area of relaxed peptidoglycan shown in Panel (A). (C) Proposed fragmentation mechanism.
Figure 3. Molecular dynamics of three models of peptidoglycan architecture show that the circumferential model curls and thickens upon relaxation.

Assembly of strained peptidoglycan according to three possible models of assembly, and subsequent relaxation. Glycan strands are depicted in blue and peptide crosslinks in green.

(A) Relaxation of a circumferential peptidoglycan fragment. Note circumferential peptidoglycan thickens and curls considerably upon relaxation. (B) Peptidoglycan fragment from the all-at-once perpendicular model as originally proposed before and after relaxation. (C) Fragment grown using an inside-to-outside perpendicular assembly model. For all relaxed fragments, colored cylinders represent changes in distances between two NAM residues on the inner and outer surfaces; cylinder diameter and intensity of shading is proportional to change in distance upon relaxation, with red representing contraction and blue representing expansion.
Figure 4. Purified peptidoglycan thickens upon relaxation, an observation accounted for in modeling studies only by the circumferential model

(A) Quantification of thickening observed in molecular dynamics simulations. The log ratio of relaxed to strained thickness (calculated by picking evenly spaced pairs of NAM residues on the inner and outer surfaces) is plotted as a function of position along the original long-axis of the cell, in 40-Å bins. Blue: circumferential, red: perpendicular, yellow: alternative perpendicular models

(B) Illustration of measurements of sacculus thickness from both strained and relaxed peptidoglycan

(C) Histogram of cross-sections of both relaxed and strained sacculi illustrating thickening of sacculi upon relaxation.
Figure 5. Denatured sacculi elongate but maintain the same width
(A) Projection images of isolated sacculi before and after denaturation. (B) Scatter plot of sacculus length vs. width. Note that the width distribution does not shift whereas the length distribution does.